
Biostat.|lec2|Definitions&purposes(pt2)

Sample Size Issues

✔ Sample size must be big enough for the

study to have appropriate statistical power

Statistical power– the ability to

demonstrate an association if one exists.

✔ Studies with low power are less likely to

produce significant results.

✔ Lack of statistical significance does not

mean that there is no treatment effect;

however it is an outcome of ?

small sample size / low power

Thus;It is important to have adequate

sample size and sufficient power.

✔ Sample size calculations are based on a

number of study design factors:

◾Prevalence.

◾Aceptable error.

◾The detectable difference.

Types of sampling :
✔ Probability sampling: it is the one in

which each sample has the same

probability of being chosen.

note : In this type of sampling the sample is

chosen using a method based on the theory

of probability , meaning that for a

participant to be considered as a

probability sample , he/she must be

selected randomly .

((Everyone in ur population has a known

and equal chance of getting selected)).

✔ Purposive Sampling (subjective

/judgemental sampling):

Appropriate characteristic required of the

sample members ➡Sampling is possible

only whwn there is a specific objective .

In this type , the investigator tries to make

the sample representative, depending on

his opinion or purpose

✔No-rule sampling :we take a sample

without any rule, being the sample

representative if the population is

homogeneous and we have no selection

bias.

•Types of samples?

1. Probability (Random)Samples

◾Simple random sample

◾Systematic random sample

◾Stratified random sample

◾Cluster sample

◾Multistage sample

2. Non-probability samples

◾Convenience sample

◾Purposive sample

◾Quota

▶Simple Random Sampling (SRS)

*Applicable when population is small,

homogeneous & readily available.

* All subsets of the frame are given an equal

probability➡Each element of the frame thus

has an equal probability of selection.

* It provides for greatest number of possible

samples, done by assigning a number to each

unit in the sampling frame.

*Has the following properties:

^The population consists of N objects.

^The sample consists of n objects.

^All possible samples of n objects are equally

likely to occur .



▶Systematic Random Sampling

Type of probability sampling method in

which sample members from a larger

population are selected according to a

random starting point but w/ a fixed,

periodic interval.

➡Advs :

◾Extends the sample to all the

population.

◾ It is very easy to apply it.

➡Disadvs:

If there is periodicity in the numbering

of the elements, selection bias can

occur.
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▶Stratified Sampling

The population is divided into two or

more groups called strata, according to

some criterion.

➡Done by organizing the population

into homogeneous subsets and then to

select the appropriate number of

elements from each subset.

➡Advs:

✔�e can have more precise

information inside the subpopulations

about the variables we are studying.

✔�e can raise precision of the

estimators of the variables of the whole

population.

✔ �educing the standard error.

▶Cluster Sample

It’s a sampling method used when

assorted groupings are naturally

exhibited in a population, making

random sampling from those groups

possible.

◾ In stratified sampling, a random sample is

drawn from each of the strata, whereas in

cluster sampling only the selected clusters are

sampled.

◾A common motivation of cluster sampling

is to reduce costs by increasing sampling

efficiency.

◾The main disadv that we may have is that if

the clusters are not homogeneous among

them, the final sample may not be

representative of the population.

▶Two stage sampling
particular case of cluster sampling in which in

the second stage we do not select all the

elements of the cluster.Instead,a subset of

elements within each selected cluster is

randomly selected for insclusion in the

sample .

▶Multistage sampling

Divides large populations into stages to make

the sampling process more practical.

A combination of stratified sampling or

cluster sampling and simple random

sampling is usually used.

Ex:

Let’s say you wanted to find out which

subjects U.S. school children preferred. A

population list — a list of all U.S.



schoolchildren– would be near-impossible

to come by, so you cannot take a sample

of the population. Instead, you divide the

population into states and take a simple

random sample of states. For the next

stage, you might take a simple random

sample of schools from within those states.

Finally you could perform simple random

sampling on the students within the

schools to get your sample.

*Note > In S�S , systematic sampling and

stratified sampling , we have sampling

frame , while in multi-cluster sampling , we

don’t have sampling frame, its for general

population.

⏩ Non-probability sampling

⏺Convenience Sampling

�ith convenience sampling, the samples

are selected bcz they are accessible to the

researcher. Subjects are chosen simply

because they are easy to recruit.In other

words, this sampling method involves

getting participants wherever you can

find them and typically wherever is

convenient.

⏺Purposive sampling

sampling method and it occurs when

elements selected for the sample are

chosen by the judgment of the researcher.

The main goal of purposive sampling is to

focus on particular characteristics of a

population that are of interest .

▶Samples chosen by both convenience &

pruposive are representative .

⏺Quota

Non-probability sampling technique

wherein the assembled sample has the

same proportions of individuals as the

entire population with respect to known

characteristics.

>It suffers from a number of

methodological flaws, the most basic of

which is that the sample is not a random

sample and therefore the sampling

distributions of any statistics are

unknown.

⏺Snowball sampling
Lec note (not written in slides)

Snowball sampling is where research

participants recruit other participants for a

test or study. It is used where potential

participants are hard to find.

++:

It’s called snowball sampling because (in

theory) once you have the ball rolling, it picks

up more “snow” along the way and becomes

larger and larger.

⏺�DS (�espondent Driven Sample)

Sample size determinants

◾ Importamce of study ; more imp >larger ss .

◾# of variables ; many variables w/ multiple

levels> larger ss .

◾Magnitude of problem; lower prevalence >

larger ss.

◾Facilities available

◾ statistical analysis proposed

◾Expectedvimplementation problems


